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1. Introduction
Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been increased interest in the effectiveness of different face coverings. However, face masks also have
the potential to be used as a non-invasive diagnostic tool by sampling exhaled droplets using strips placed within masks [3, 2]. The best position for these
strips remains an open question. Additionally, the ability to sample large and small exhaled droplets separately would give additional information on the ori-
gins of pathogens within the respiratory tract, and inform pathogen-specific strategies to prevent spread.

2. Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFD simulations of mouth and nose exhala-
tion (using a set of downloaded 3D heads) in
a vacuum-formed mask (Mayku) show that the
flow depends heavily on both breathing type and
face shape, and a consistently acceptable position
for sampling strips is difficult. Scan QR code for
further plots and head details.

4. Sampling Mask Design
A mask specifically for sampling has been designed. Incorporating a nozzle makes flow between vol-
unteers more comparable, and optimal strip positioning more straight forward. Including an impactor
plate (based on an Andersen cascade sampler, following the design criteria of [1, 4]) should segregate
droplets > 10µm and < 10µm for separate sampling (confirmed by axisymmetric CFD).

3. Mouth vs. Nose Breathing
Water-sensitive paper strips
placed within Mayku masks
(and others) and worn by
volunteers with differently
shaped faces show that the
droplet distribution changes
with both face shape, and
breathing type.

5. Preliminary Mask Testing
Preliminary testing of the sampling mask (us-
ing water-sensitive paper strips, a GRIMM OPC
aerosol detector, and temperature and humidity
sensors) has begun. Ongoing work will include
experimental validation of the masks size segre-
gation properties, and sampling strip tests.

6. Conclusions

Scan me for extra
content.

• In-mask flow depends on face shape and breathing type, making optimal
positioning of sampling strips volunteer-specific.

• Testing has begun on a reproducible vacuum-formed mask designed specif-
ically for sampling, with more consistent in-mask flow.

• This mask could allow size-segregated sampling, giving additional informa-
tion on the spread of particular infections.

• Scan QR code for thermal camera videos of flow outside masks!
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